Concordance and Transmission of Human Papillomavirus Within Heterosexual Couples Observed Over Short Intervals
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Background. Because many human papillomavirus (HPV) infections are transient, rates of transmission may be miscalculated if the interval between testing spans several months. We examined rates of concordance and transmission in heterosexual couples over short intervals.

Methods. Twenty-five adult couples were enrolled and sampled for HPV DNA from the genitals, hand, and mouth 5 times over a 6-week period, including 24 hours after sexual intercourse and after 48 hours of abstinence. Concordance and transmission patterns were described.

Results. Concordance between the couple’s genital sites ranged from 64% to 95% for at least 1 HPV type. The highest rates of concordance were observed 24 hours after sexual intercourse. A similar peak in concordance was not seen between genital and nongenital anatomic sites. Transmission rates for female genital to male genital ranged from 26.8 to 187.5 per 100 person-months and for male genital to female genital from 14.5 to 100 per 100 person-months.

Conclusions. High rates of concordance shortly after intercourse suggest that some DNA detections in the genital area are contaminants from a partner and not established HPV infections. Female-to-male transmission appeared more common than male-to-female transmission.
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Human papillomavirus (HPV), the cause of cervical and other anogenital cancers, is a well-known sexually transmissible infection. High prevalence in both men and women suggests that HPV is easily transmitted. In the United States and many developed countries, young women have the highest prevalence rates, with up to 25% having cervical HPV DNA detected. Natural history studies show that young women have numerous incident infections, further suggesting easy transmission. Most of these infections spontaneously clear over time. Interestingly, prevalence rates rapidly decrease after age 25 and plateau around 35 years of age [1]. This decrease is thought to occur through development of a cell-mediated immune response resulting in rapid clearance if a woman is reexposed [2–4]. Prevalence patterns in men are different than in women. Prevalence rates of HPV DNA detection in male genitals are around 50%, with prevalence rates appearing to remain steady through all age groups [5]. Differences between prevalence rates in men and women may be due to several reasons including that men rapidly clear HPV infections through innate immune mechanisms without developing a cell-mediated immune response that could offer protection during future exposures [6, 7]. These observations strongly suggest that transmission patterns will differ by gender.
When interpreting transmission patterns, epidemiology studies primarily depend on detection of DNA. However, DNA detection does not necessarily imply “infection.” Rather, it may reflect contamination from the partner after shedding squamous epithelial cells infected with HPV. The HPV may never gain access to the basal epithelial cell layer, which is considered a requirement for establishing infection [7].

Few studies have examined HPV transmission in longitudinal cohorts [8, 9]. Interpretation of results is difficult because transmission patterns may differ between monogamous partners vs concurrent or serial partners. Intervals between visits also influence the calculable rate of transmission, for the virus can come and go numerous times if the interval is long. In this study, we specifically examined the rate of HPV concordance and transmission in monogamous heterosexual couples over a short observational period with short interval testing.

METHODS

Women participating in an ongoing HPV study who had an incident HPV infection were eligible for this study. The parent study was initiated in 1990 and again in 2000 and recruited women aged 13–21 years of age; details have been published elsewhere [10, 11]. Women were seen every 4 months for HPV DNA testing and cervical cytology.

Recruitment design for this study has been published in detail [12]. Women were eligible if they had an incident HPV infection (ie, a new HPV type not detected at the previous visit), were 18 years or older, and had a partner willing to participate. Incident infection criteria were used to increase the chance of enrolling couples in whom transmission of HPV had recently occurred. Additional criteria included report of a single heterosexual relationship of at least 3 months’ duration, normal cytology at the most recent visit, and no current history of genital warts. Eligibility for men included reported monogamy with the study female partner for at least 3 months, age 18 years or older, no genital warts, and no current use of medication in the genital area. Men and women were consented separately according to the Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) of the University of California, San Francisco and San Francisco State University. Twenty-five couples were enrolled.

A baseline study visit (V1) was scheduled within 8 weeks of the parent study visit, which defined the incident HPV detection. Partners were seen on the same day for HPV sampling. In separate rooms, each partner completed a self-administered questionnaire on sexual habits. Female samples for HPV DNA were obtained from the intra-anal canal, by placing a swab 2 cm into the canal, and vulva and vagina using separate polyester swabs for each site. Cervical samples were obtained using normal saline wash [12]. Male samples were obtained from the glans (including corona sulcus), shaft, inner foreskin if applicable, scrotum, and perianal area using separate exfoliation paper followed by wetted polyester swabs for each site. The perianal area included the anal opening and 2-cm radius of surrounding skin. In men and women, a sample was obtained from the palmar surface of the dominant hand, using exfoliation and wetted polyester swab, and from the buccal mucosa and tongue using a cytobrush. Male perianal samples were obtained because a small, unpublished pilot study suggested male nonparticipation if intra-anal samples were requested. Because women provided intra-anal samples during the parent study, this continued during the transmission study. All samples were immediately placed into separate vials of sample transport media (Qiagen Inc, Valencia, CA).

At each visit, couples were counseled regarding condom use per IRB guidelines; HPV sampling and questionnaire data were collected as described for V1. After V1, couples were scheduled for visit 2 (V2) and asked to have vaginal intercourse 24 hours before V2. After V2, couples were asked to abstain from all sexual interaction, specifically sexual intercourse, and return for a third visit (V3) 48 hours after V2. After V3, couples returned 2 weeks (V4) and 6 weeks (V5) after V2. Couples were asked to engage in their normal sexual behaviors following V3. HPV detection used the Roche Linear Array HPV Genome Typing Test (Roche Molecular Systems, Pleasanton, CA), which tests for 37 different HPV types [12].

ANALYSIS

Genital category for women included results from the vulvar, vaginal, and cervical samples and for men included scrotal, shaft, coronal, and foreskin samples; the anogenital category included genital and perianal/intra-anal sample results. Type-specific concordance between partners’ same and different anatomic sites was determined at each visit. Positive concordance occurred when at least one HPV type was found in common at the sites examined. Concordance was determined by gender because males and females had different rates of type-specific infections. Concordance for all HPV types detected was also calculated. Negative concordance occurred when each partner’s sites were negative for all HPV types.

A couple was considered at risk for transmission if, during a single visit, a partner (the positive partner) had one or more HPV types not detected in the other partner (the negative, at-risk partner). Transmission was defined to occur when one or more HPV types detected in the positive partner was detected at the next visit in the previously negative, at-risk partner. Transmission rates are expressed as the number of transmission events per 100 person-months, with the rate denominator equaling the total number of months the study couples were exposed to HPV between visits. Rates were calculated for male-to-female and female-to-male transmission between each subsequent visit (eg, V1 to V2, V2 to V3) for all anatomic sites.
results

Each of the 25 couples enrolled completed all study visits. All couples reported vaginal intercourse within 24 hours of V2 and reported abstinence from vaginal intercourse between V2 and V3. Twenty-three couples were monogamous for the duration of the study. One male partner reported nonmonogamous heterosexual sex before V4, and one female partner reported nonmonogamous heterosexual sex before V5. Demographic and behavioral characteristics at baseline of the 25 couples have been described elsewhere [12]. Mean age of the men was 25.5 years (SD, 6.1) and of the women was 22.6 years (SD, 3.4). The median number of months of reported monogamy for men was 12 (interquartile range [IQR], 8.7–36) and for women was 16.5 (IQR, 7.2–36). The median number of months in which couples reported they were in a sexual relationship with their partner was 26 (IQR, 8.5–42) for men and 32 for women (IQR, 9–49). Men reported a median of 12 (IQR, 5–20) lifetime sexual partners, and women reported a median of 7 (IQR, 4.5–13).

CONCORDANCE AT VISITS

Comparing female-to-male concordance, 102 of 125 visits were positive for HPV in female genital samples. Of 102 samples, 77 visits showed that the male partner shared at least one type. Of 23 visits with HPV-negative samples, 12 visits showed that the male partner also had HPV-negative genital samples. Comparing male-to-female concordance, 105 of 125 visits were positive for HPV in male genital samples. Of 105 samples, 77 visits showed that the female partner shared at least one type. Of 20 visits with HPV-negative samples, 12 visits showed that the female partner also had HPV-negative genital samples. The percentage of couples with positive and negative concordance between anatomic sites at each visit is depicted in Figure 1. The highest rate of positive concordance (95%) between female and male genital samples occurred at V2 (24 hours after intercourse) compared with the preceding and subsequent visits, which exhibited 67%–74% positive concordance.

Rates of detecting the woman’s genital HPV type in the partner’s hand ranged from 48% to 60% at any one visit and from 21% to 48% in the partner’s perianal area. Detection of the woman’s genital HPV type was less common in the partner’s oral cavity, ranging from 0% to 5%. A similar peak of genital–genital concordance at V2 was not observed for the partner’s nongenital sites. Only 4–6 women had no genital HPV detected at one of the visits; among these women, 40%–75% had a male partner with negative concordance.

When examining concordance between the female anal site and the male partner, a similar pattern was observed. The rate of positive concordance with the partner’s genitals ranged from 56% to 86%; hand, from 33% to 63%; perianal area, from 13% to 38%; and oral cavity, 0%.

Of the women with HPV detected in the hand, the rate of positive concordance with their partner’s genitals ranged from 60% to 100%; hand, from 36% to 80%; perianal area, from 29% to 60%; and oral cavity, from 0% to 7%. Oral HPV in women at any visit was rare. Last, at any site examined, at least one HPV found in the women was found in 68% to 91% of partners, with a peak at V2 of 95%.

Figure 1 demonstrates concordance rates by visit for male HPV status by site of infection. Among the men with HPV detected in their genital area, 91% of their partners had positive concordance at V2 compared with the preceding and succeeding visits, when the positive concordance rate ranged from 64% to 71%.

Rates of detecting male-genital HPV in the partner’s hand ranged from 45% to 64% and in the partner’s anal area from 50% to 64%. As mentioned, oral HPV in women was rare. Of the 3–5 men who were HPV negative in the genital area, 90%–100% had a female partner who was also negative in the genital area.

Among the men with perianal HPV detected at one of the visits, the rate of positive concordance with their partner’s genitals ranged from 67% to 100%; hand, from 38% to 78%; anal site, from 33% to 60%; and oral cavity, 0%.

Among the men who had HPV detected in the hand, the rate of positive concordance with their partner’s genitals ranged from 62% to 85%; hand, from 46% to 69%; anal area, from 50% to 63%; and oral cavity, from 0% to 13%. Oral detection in men was rare during all visits. Last, at any site examined, at least one HPV found in the men was also found in 71%–95% of female partners.

We examined exact match rates for all HPV types detected in one person. Of 116 visits in which HPV was detected at any site in one partner, only 17 (15%) visits detected identical HPV types somewhere in the other partner. Of 113 visits in which HPV was detected in one partner’s genital area, 19 (17%) visits had an identical match for all HPV types in the other partner’s genital area. Other areas of HPV detection in one partner that produced identical matches for all HPV types in the other partner in the same anatomic area are as follows: anal/perianal, 7 of 93 (8%) visits; hand, 11 of 89 (12%) visits; and oral cavity, 1 of 17 (6%) visits.

TRANSMISSION RATES

Table 1 shows transmission events from partners’ genital sites between visits. Transmission rates from female genitals to
Figure 1. Positive and negative concordance of human papillomavirus (HPV) between partners at each visit by anatomic site. Because males and female partners differed in the HPV detected at each visit, concordance is shown by gender. Bars to the right represent percent concordance when comparing male samples to that of the female; numbers at the end represent the number of females with HPV (denominator) and the number of males having at least one HPV type shared with the female (numerator). Bars to the left represent percent concordance when comparing female samples to
Figure 1. Continued. That of the male; numbers at the end of the bar represent the number of males with HPV (denominator) and the number of females having at least one HPV type shared with the male (numerator). Negative concordance reflects percent concordance that both couples were HPV negative from the specific anatomic site. Anal sample for women refers to the intra-anal and for men refers to the perianal samples.
male genitals ranged from 26.9 to 187.5 per 100 person-months, with the lowest transmission rate observed between V4 and V5 (comprising the longest interval between visits). The highest transmission rates occurred between V1 and V2 as well as V2 and V3, which had the shortest intervals. A similar pattern emerged for male-to-female genital transmission, with the highest transmission rate observed (100 per 100 person-months) between V2 and V3 and the lowest between V4 and V5 (14.5 per 100 person-months). At each visit, the transmission rate from female to male was higher than from male to female.

Male-to-female transmission rates between other anatomic sites were uncommon (Table 1). In part, few females were at risk because the male was either HPV negative at the hand or perianal site or the female had already shared all HPV types. In contrast, female-to-male transmission was higher between all anatomic sites, particularly between V1 and V2 and V2 and V3. Transmissions from female genitals to the partner’s hand and perianal areas were almost as high as transmissions from female-to-male genitals. Transmissions from female anal to male genital and from female hand to male perianal areas were similar to transmissions from female-to-male genitals. As in men, transmission from female hand to other male anatomic sites was less common, mostly because female hand samples were often negative and therefore did not place men at risk.

The overall transmission rate for female anogenital (genital and anal sites combined) to male anogenital areas between V1 and the other visits was 21.35 per 100 person-months, and the overall transmission rate for male-to-female transmission was 9.23 per 100 person-months (Table 2). Of the 2 at-risk women who had an anogenital transmission event between V1 and V2, one had the transmitted type (HPV53) persist to V5. Of the 8 at-risk men who had an anogenital transmission event at V2, one had the transmitted type (HPV53 and HPV89, respectively) persist to V5. Only one couple remained HPV negative throughout all visits.

For the 2 couples in whom one partner reported nonmonogamous sex, we initially looked for new types introduced to the couple after the nonmonogamous sex occurred and then looked for transmission of the new type to the other partner. In the couple in whom the man reported nonmonogamous vaginal intercourse and receiving oral sex before V4, the male partner acquired HPV52 in the genital area at V4, which persisted to V5. His partner did not acquire HPV52 at V4 or V5. In the couple in whom the woman reported nonmonogamous vaginal intercourse and giving/receiving oral sex before V5, the woman acquired HPV62 in her genital area and HPV54 in

### Table 1. HPV Transmission Rates per 100 Person-Months From Male to Female and Female to Male

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male Site</th>
<th>Female Site</th>
<th>Visit 1 to 2</th>
<th>Visit 2 to 3</th>
<th>Visit 3 to 4</th>
<th>Visit 4 to 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genital</td>
<td>Genital</td>
<td>2/12</td>
<td>1/15</td>
<td>2/15</td>
<td>2/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>1/17</td>
<td>0/18</td>
<td>1/21</td>
<td>1/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perianal</td>
<td>Genital</td>
<td>0/17</td>
<td>0/19</td>
<td>0/18</td>
<td>1/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td>0/8</td>
<td>0/14</td>
<td>0/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perianal</td>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td>0/11</td>
<td>0/12</td>
<td>0/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perianal</td>
<td>Perianal</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td>0/2</td>
<td>0/2</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>Perianal</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td>0/5</td>
<td>0/5</td>
<td>0/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perianal</td>
<td>Perianal</td>
<td>0/10</td>
<td>0/5</td>
<td>0/5</td>
<td>0/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Abbreviations:
- **n**: no. of previously negative, at-risk partners with discordant HPV type detected at the later visit
- **X**: no. of negative, at-risk partners at the earlier visit
- **95% CI**: 95% confidence interval
- Rate is calculated per 100 person-months. 95% CI was calculated using Poisson distribution.
her anal area. The male partner did not acquire either of these HPV types at V5.

**DISCUSSION**

Sharing of HPV was extremely high among a population of couples in whom the women had a recent incident HPV infection. All couples reported monogamy during the initial weeks of the study, and all but 2 reported monogamy throughout the observation period. The highest rates of concordance in the genital areas of the couples in whom at least one HPV type was shared occurred at V2 shortly after the couples had sexual intercourse. When the couples returned 48 hours later without having had sexual intercourse, the concordance rate dropped to the previously observed rate, suggesting that some DNA detections in the genital area are contaminants from the partner (ie, partner cells infected with HPV DNA). Most notably, the concordance rate—whether matched from the male’s or female’s HPV status—was relatively similar over the 6 weeks, ranging from 70% to 86% at any one visit. Perfect concordance was low, with <20% showing perfect concordance for all HPV types detected at any site.

Our observed transmission rates were extremely high—up to 300-fold higher than other published studies. Burchell et al [8] recently followed 179 couples prospectively and found a male-to-female transmission rate of 3.5 per 100 person-months and a female-to-male rate of 4.0 per 100 person-months. One of the main differences of their study design was inclusion of only one follow-up period approximately 5 months after the first visit. Second, our study chose women with known incident infection; hence, recent transmission of HPV had already occurred. Hernandez et al [13] reported a similar low male-to-female genital transmission rate (penis/scrotum to cervix) of 4.5 per 100 person-months. In this study, couples were followed at 2-month intervals over an average of 7.5 months. The higher transmission rates reported in our study likely occurred because the intervals between visits were quite short, ranging from 48 hours to 2 weeks. Decline in the rate of transmission paralleled increases in the time interval, with a peak rate of 100–428 per 100 person-months for the 48-hour interval to the lowest rate of 14–25 per 100 person-months for the 2-week interval. Interestingly, the highest rate of transmission was observed during the shortest interval when couples were asked to abstain from sexual intercourse. The presence of any transmission event during this abstinent period underscores the complexity of understanding transmission dynamics. Events may have stemmed from sexual acts other than intercourse, such as hand to genital or auto-inoculation from other infected sites, or detection may be dependent on viral dynamics (ie, time from exposure to established infection). Based on animal studies and studies in women who were recently sexually active [14, 15], time between exposure and established, replicative infection likely takes weeks to months. Detection of HPV DNA that is not an established infection may lead to overestimations of HPV transience and lead to higher transmission rate estimations when measured over short intervals. The rapid appearance of HPV accentuates the complexity of determining the transmission rates of virus that result in infection vs transmission rates that result in transient detection. Hernandez et al [9] reported several instances in which transmission appeared to occur as a form of self-inoculation (ie, hand to cervix, hand to penis, anus to genital). The high rates of transmission observed in our study support the model developed by Bogaards et al, who estimated a per-partnership transmission probability of close to 100% [16].

Notably, the transmission rate in our study from females to males was higher than from males to females at every visit. Hernandez et al [9] also observed higher female-to-male transmission rates of 17.4 per 100 person-months—similar to our transmission rate if the rate was calculated over the entire 6-week period. The lack of detecting differences by gender in the study by Burchell et al [8] may be due to the long interval between visits and the single follow-up visit. Some evidence suggests that men acquire more transient infections than women [17] that do not result in development of a memory immune response, thereby placing men at higher risk for reinfection. Supporting this position are observations that HPV DNA detection is more common in men than in women at almost any age, whereas antibodies are much lower in men at any age [5, 17–20]. The observed higher transmission rate from females to males is different than that observed for other viral sexually transmitted infections (STIs) [21–23]. However, comparisons are difficult because HPV is primarily a mucosal infection, whereas other viral STIs result in systemic infections.

---

**Table 2. Rate of Overall Anogenital Type-Specific Human Papillomavirus (HPV) Transmission per 100 Person-Months Detected Between Visit 1 and All Subsequent Visits**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmitter</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>No. of Transmission Events</th>
<th>Days of Observation</th>
<th>Rate per 100 person-months</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>1.12–33.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>21.35</td>
<td>7.8–46.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.
The low concordance rate between male perianal samples and female intra-anal samples is worth noting. Lower concordance rates might be explained by differences in sampling. However, the genital–perianal and genital–intra-anal concordance rates between couples were very similar. Similar concordance was also found between the man’s hand and his partner’s intra-anal sample and genital and intra-anal samples. Concordance was slightly lower for the woman’s hand and the man’s perianal HPV types, which may not be surprising because finger-anal sex or penile–anal sex would introduce those perianal HPV types into the anal canal. However, because intra-anal swabs are passed through the perianal area, contamination from the perianal area is also possible. Consistent with several studies, HPV was commonly detected in hands of both men and women in our study [9, 12, 24]. Hand-to-hand or hand-to-other site transmission was lower than genital-to-genital transmission, underscoring the important role of sexual intercourse in transmitting HPV. However, the high rates of concordance support the contention that the hand may provide a means for HPV to move between partners during sexual activity.

This study is unique in that we selected women based on an incident HPV infection in hopes of examining the initial transmission dynamics for new infections. However, given the extremely high transmission rates observed, it is likely that these HPV types were introduced into the relationship at some other point. Although the short observation intervals in this study allowed us to closely examine these high rates of HPV DNA transmission, they did not allow us to examine whether any infections remained established. Clearly, further studies are needed to continue our understanding of HPV transmission. High rates of HPV transmission exist among heterosexual couples, with a predominance of female-to-male transmission. HPV DNA transmission can be detected even during periods of abstinence from sexual intercourse, thus highlighting the complexity of HPV transmission dynamics.
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